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1                      PROCEEDINGS

2         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Pursuant to the authority

3 vested in me by the State of Illinois and the

4 Illinois Commerce Commission, I now call Docket

5 T13-0113 for rehearing.  I am going to ask for the

6 appearances of each parties represented to state your

7 name, your law office if necessary, address, phone

8 number, and who you represent.

9         We'll start with Mr. Leggans.

10         MR. LEGGANS:  May I remain seated?

11         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Yes, please.

12         MR. LEGGANS:  David R. Leggans, City

13 attorney, 1008 Main, Post Office Box 1810, Mt.

14 Vernon, Illinois, 62864.

15         JUDGE DUGGAN:  And Mr. Reeves.

16         MR. REEVES:  Craig R. Reeves, Barrett,

17 Twomey, Broom, Hughes and Hoke, P.O. Box 3747,

18 Carbondale, Illinois, 62903.  Phone is

19 (618) 457-0437.

20         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver.

21         MR. TOLIVER:  Aaron, A-A-R-O-N, Toliver,

22 T-O-L-I-V-E-R.  Representing Staff of the Commerce

23 Commission's Railroad Safety Section, 527 East

24 Capitol Avenue, Springfield, Illinois, 62701.  And my
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1 phone number is (217) 785-8420.

2         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  We have two potential

3 witnesses today.  Would you both raise your right

4 hand.

5             (Witnesses sworn by Judge.)

6         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you very much.  All

7 right.  Let's start with Mr. DeJournett.

8                 *    *    *    *    *

9                   DEVON DeJOURNETT,

10 of lawful age, produced, sworn and examined on behalf

11 of the ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE, testifies and says:

12                      EXAMINATION

13 QUESTIONS BY JUDGE DUGGAN:

14     Q.  Would you state your name and spell your

15 last name?

16     A.  Devon DeJournett, D-E-J-O-U-R-N-E-T-T.

17     Q.  Sorry.  Spell Devon also.

18     A.  D-E-V-O-N.

19     Q.  And what is your position here today?

20     A.  Consulting engineer as a witness for the

21 City of Mt. Vernon.

22     Q.  And in the position of the consulting

23 engineer, are you in charge of the project which is

24 the subject of this petition today?
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1     A.  Yes, your Honor.  I am the project manager

2 for this project.

3     Q.  And did either you, yourself, or someone

4 under your direction or control prepare Exhibits A

5 and B?

6     A.  Yes.

7     Q.  And tell us briefly, what is Exhibit A?

8     A.  Exhibit A is a typical section of the

9 proposed improvements for the roadway and the

10 sidewalk pedestrian crossings.  And it also shows the

11 lights and gates that will be installed with it.

12         Exhibit B is a plan and profile drawing of

13 the area in reference that shows a plan view of the

14 railroad crossing and improvements to be proposed,

15 and it also shows a profile view of the vertical

16 alignment of the roadway leading up to and leading

17 across it.

18     Q.  Exhibit C is a map indicating where Mt.

19 Vernon is in the state of Illinois.  And also,

20 indicating by a red X and a blue box, the location of

21 the specific crossing we're talking about, is that

22 correct?

23     A.  Correct.

24     Q.  And that Exhibit C has a thin line crossing
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1 east and west across that X, and there's a label

2 called Nashville.  Is that, in fact, a line

3 representing the path of the EVWR Railway?

4     A.  Correct.

5     Q.  The reason it's called Nashville on this map

6 is because it used to be a Nashville -- the railroad

7 used to be named for Nashville, correct?

8     A.  Correct.

9     Q.  And in fact, it shows a slight upward or

10 northern curve at the point of that X on the track,

11 right?

12     A.  Correct.

13     Q.  Other than that, it's a generally east-west

14 direction of the track, correct?

15     A.  Uh-huh.

16     Q.  I'm sorry.  You have to please say yes or

17 no.

18     A.  Yes.

19     Q.  And then also at the point of that X is what

20 appears to be a depiction of a road going almost

21 straight north and south, is that correct?

22     A.  Correct.

23     Q.  Is that 42nd Street or 42nd Road?

24     A.  42nd Street.
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1     Q.  And so the crossing we're talking about

2 today is the crossing of the EVWR Railway with the

3 42nd Street in the city limits of Mt. Vernon,

4 correct?

5     A.  Correct.

6     Q.  All is depicted on Exhibit C, correct?

7     A.  Correct.

8     Q.  Even though that the X is outside of what is

9 colored in red as the City of Mt. Vernon, this is, in

10 fact, in -- the crossing is, in fact, in the city

11 limits, correct?

12     A.  Yes, it has been annexed.

13     Q.  Is this an area that is becoming more

14 developed over time?

15     A.  Correct.

16     Q.  And pursuant to that development, is there a

17 project to improve 42nd Road at this point for a

18 distance of approximately a mile?

19     A.  Yes.

20     Q.  Does that then improvement start just south

21 of the crossing?

22     A.  It starts a little over a half a mile south

23 of the crossing at Victoria Avenue.

24     Q.  And then it goes to approximately half a
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1 mile north?

2     A.  Correct, to Richview Road.

3     Q.  And so as part of this improvement of 42nd

4 Road, are you widening the road or what are you doing

5 to the road?

6     A.  We are widening the road and replacing the

7 existing oil and chip surface with a concrete

8 roadway, curb and gutter, and we are adding a

9 sidewalk the entire length on the east side, and

10 we're adding sidewalk within the railroad

11 right-of-way on the west side.

12     Q.  And what is Exhibit D depicting?

13     A.  Those are photos of the existing crossing as

14 it looks today.  One photo is from the north looking

15 south, and the other photo is from the south looking

16 north.

17     Q.  It appears that presently at that location

18 are a cross box with automatic life signals, but no

19 gates, is that correct?

20     A.  Correct.

21     Q.  And Exhibit E, we have the top of the

22 exhibit, excuse me.  We have the north indicator

23 facing up.  On the left side of that exhibit, is it

24 correct that the crossing is not depicted or its not
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1 located in the area depicted on the left side?

2     A.  Correct.

3     Q.  But yet it is depicting some of the

4 development area that 42nd improvement is supposed to

5 help, correct?

6     A.  Yes.

7     Q.  And then on the right side of that exhibit,

8 the crossing is depicted at the lower right, correct?

9     A.  Correct.

10     Q.  And that curve in the crossing is also

11 depicted, right?

12     A.  Yes.

13     Q.  And then it shows how some of the

14 improvements on 42nd Street will extend north and

15 whatever curved area you have intersecting with this

16 other road, right?

17     A.  Correct.

18     Q.  And is it the intent then that this proposed

19 pedestrian sidewalk, as you mentioned to be

20 constructed on the east and west side of the

21 crossing, will be constructed consistently with the

22 design plans as depicted in A and B?

23     A.  Yes.

24     Q.  So this particular petition requests
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1 authority from the Commission to construct a

2 pedestrian path on the west -- east and west side of

3 the crossing that we're discussing of the 42nd Street

4 with evidence of the EVWR Railroad, correct?

5     A.  Correct.

6     Q.  And just to correct one portion of the

7 petition, which is inconsistent with what I am

8 understanding the evidence to be today.  If you look

9 at Paragraph 5 of the petition, or if you listen to

10 what I am about to represent.  Paragraph 5 indicates

11 that the railroad will pay for the cost of

12 installation of pedestrian crossings to a point

13 six inches beyond each rail, correct?

14     A.  Correct.

15     Q.  And yet, is it your understanding that that

16 is not what is intended to be a final agreement of

17 the parties?

18     A.  Yes.

19     Q.  In fact, the railroad, it's your

20 understanding, is going to use asphalt composite

21 panels which will probably extend two-and-a-half feet

22 beyond the track on each side?

23     A.  Correct.

24     Q.  And that the railroad desires to be
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1 responsible for the maintenance of their own panels

2 to whatever length that is?

3     A.  Yes.

4     Q.  And that the railroad will pay for the

5 installation of its panels, which will be beyond the

6 six inches, correct?

7     A.  Yes.

8     Q.  And the railroad will maintain its own

9 panels, correct?

10     A.  Correct.

11     Q.  The railroad doesn't want the City getting

12 on there and maintaining its panels, right?

13     A.  Correct.

14     Q.  So that statement of the petition would be

15 modified somewhat to the extent to reflect that, in

16 fact, the railroad will pay for and maintain the

17 installation of the proposed pedestrian crossing on

18 its east and west side of the road between the rails

19 and to the outside of each rail for a distance of at

20 least two feet and for a distance of the -- to the

21 extent of where its concrete panel terminates on the

22 outside, correct?

23     A.  Correct.

24     Q.  Now, as part of the proposed project of
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1 approving 42nd Street, you're presently asking for

2 the authority to build a pedestrian path on both the

3 east and west side of the crossing, but yet at this

4 present time, there are no connecting sidewalks on

5 either the east or west beyond the railroad's

6 right-of-way, correct?

7     A.  Correct.

8     Q.  And as part of the present proposal that

9 when or concurrent with the construction of the east

10 pedestrian path that the City will also construct a

11 concrete sidewalk five foot in width roughly parallel

12 to the 42nd Street up to a point ten foot out from

13 the outside of each rail?

14     A.  Correct.

15     Q.  And then will connect that sidewalk -- the

16 City will connect that concrete sidewalk to the

17 asphalt composite panel of the railroad's crossing

18 surface with an asphalt sidewalk, correct?

19     A.  Correct.

20     Q.  And that when you take the extent of the

21 asphalt panel installed by the railroad, the distance

22 from its outer railing on each side -- whether that

23 be two feet, two-and-a-half feet -- that the asphalt

24 would have been installed so that the entire distance
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1 from the concrete to the rail would be ten feet?

2     A.  Correct.

3     Q.  And that will be the case on each side of

4 the track and each side of the highway, correct?

5     A.  Correct.

6     Q.  Because on the west side, you're going to

7 construct it this way.  You're going to put in all

8 the construction, including the asphalt length, to

9 the extent so that any work within the railroad's

10 right-of-way will be completed within the present

11 anticipated timeframe of this entire project,

12 correct?

13     A.  Correct.

14     Q.  But it's not intended that the City will

15 complete the entire length of cement sidewalk within

16 that same timeframe, correct?

17     A.  Correct.

18     Q.  That would be a later project when you can

19 get to it, right?

20     A.  Yes.

21     Q.  Now, that being said, do you know how -- the

22 distance of the railroad's right-of-way from north to

23 south?

24         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Off the record.
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1            (Discussion off the record.)

2         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.

3     Q.  (By Judge Duggan)  You looked up some

4 documentation of the distance of the railroad's

5 right-of-way from north to south, and is it

6 approximately 105 feet?

7     A.  Yes.

8     Q.  If that is correct, then you understand that

9 just as on the east side, your intent is that the

10 railroad is going to install the asphalt composite

11 panel, and then to where that terminates on the south

12 side and the north side of each rail from that point

13 out to a point 10 feet from the rail, you're going to

14 install asphalt from that point out, you're going to

15 -- presently, as part of the present proposal within

16 the deadline that's going to be contemplated here

17 today for this project, you will complete

18 installation of a cement sidewalk to the north and

19 south points of the railroad right-of-way, correct?

20     A.  Correct.

21     Q.  If we had a ball park there, we'd be talking

22 about 35 feet or so on either side north and south of

23 cement?

24     A.  We are currently proposing 60 foot of
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1 concrete sidewalk on the south and 70 foot of

2 concrete sidewalk on the north, and that would be

3 sufficient to extend beyond the right-of-way.

4     Q.  So that 60 foot and 70 foot on each side is

5 actually going to take you beyond their right-of-way

6 on each side, right?

7     A.  Correct.

8     Q.  When you say presently contemplating, is

9 that what -- I guess, all the Order has to say is you

10 will build at least up to the right-of-way.  But your

11 present plans call for that, correct?

12     A.  Correct.

13     Q.  You have no problem being agreeable and you

14 want the Commission to order that you will, in fact,

15 build that cement up to the right-of-way, right?

16     A.  Yes.

17     Q.  Very good.

18         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Off the record.

19            (Discussion off the record.)

20         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.

21     Q.  (By Judge Duggan)  And to clarify, whether

22 or not I am saying cement or concrete, the planned

23 material for the non-asphalt portion of the sidewalk

24 is to be poured with concrete cement, correct?
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1     A.  Correct.

2     Q.  And the plans in your Exhibit A, that

3 appears to be a diagram intending to look as if you

4 were standing in the middle of 42nd Street looking

5 north towards the crossing from the south side of the

6 crossing, is that correct?

7     A.  Correct.

8     Q.  And these plans indicate the widening of the

9 road at the point of the crossing, correct?

10     A.  Correct.

11     Q.  And it indicates that there is also going to

12 be a bike lane inside of the automatic warning

13 devices to be installed, right?

14     A.  Correct.

15     Q.  And so you have 11-foot driving lane on

16 each -- two 11-foot driving lanes, and then adjacent

17 to that is 5-foot bike lane on each side, and then

18 each of those at 4 foot 6 inches from the center

19 point of the support structure for the railroad

20 automatic warning signals, correct?

21     A.  Correct.

22     Q.  Then going to the outside of each warning

23 signal is going to be another 4 foot 6 inches to the

24 inside of the path.  And the path -- excuse me, the
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1 pedestrian path, which you received an authority for.

2 And that path will be five foot wide, correct?

3     A.  Correct.

4     Q.  And again, that applies on each side, the

5 east and west, right?

6     A.  Correct.

7     Q.  And it's your understanding that the

8 counterweight of the gates will be less than 4 foot 6

9 inches so that it will not extend into the pathway?

10     A.  Yes.

11     Q.  Is it also your understanding that,

12 presently, the crossing automatic devices have a bell

13 on one side of the road, but not the other, and that

14 the plan is that new automatic gates and lights are

15 going to be designed -- or excuse me.  There are not

16 present gates there.  There's going to be a design

17 for new automatic warning devices which will include

18 gates not there, and also will be designed to include

19 a bell on each side of the road.  Is that your

20 understanding?

21     A.  Yes.

22     Q.  That additional bell is so that there will

23 be an audible warning device, also to serve the

24 pedestrian paths, correct?
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1     A.  Correct.

2         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  We put on the

3 exhibits.  Ask Mr. Buchanan some of the same

4 questions from his end, if that's what the railroad's

5 intent is.  Do the stipulation.  And then anything

6 else that you guys think I need to do.  All right.

7 So I am going to pass on -- let's go ahead and offer

8 these exhibits.

9         So Mr. Leggans, you want to offer Exhibits

10 A, B, C, D, and E, as identified?

11         MR. LEGGANS:  Yes, the City does.

12         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Any objection, Mr. Reeves?

13         MR. REEVES:  No objection.

14         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Any objection, Mr. Toliver?

15         MR. TOLIVER:  No objection, your Honor.

16         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Exhibits A, B, C, D, and E

17 are admitted into evidence.

18                  (Exhibits A, B, C, D and E, were

19                  admitted into evidence at this

20                  time.)

21                 *    *    *    *    *

22                   ROBERT BUCHANAN,

23 of lawful age, produced, sworn and examined on behalf

24 of the ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE, testifies and says:
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1                      EXAMINATION

2 QUESTIONS BY JUDGE DUGGAN:

3     Q.  Mr. Buchanan, will you state your name?

4     A.  Robert Buchanan.

5     Q.  And you are with EVWR Railroad, is that

6 correct?

7     A.  I am.

8     Q.  What is your business with the railroad?

9     A.  I am vice president and general manager.

10     Q.  And are you familiar with the project

11 discussed here today?

12     A.  Yes.

13     Q.  And do you recall when I asked

14 Mr. DeJournett regarding the fact that it's my

15 understanding the parties intend something different

16 than what is stated in Paragraph 5 of the petition in

17 that Paragraph 5 states the railroad will pay for

18 installation of the crossing to a point six inches

19 beyond the rail, where, in fact, the railroad is

20 agreeing to install and maintain a crossing surface

21 which will extend far enough on each side of the

22 road, east and west of the road, to serve as

23 pedestrian crossing service, and to install that to a

24 point which will be approximately two, two-and-a-half
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1 to three feet, depending on the width of the asphalt

2 composite panels installed, is that correct?

3     A.  Yes.

4     Q.  So rather than the six inches that the

5 railroad is agreeing to pay for to install and pay

6 for and maintain what will serve as a crossing

7 surface to a point to the extent of the crossing

8 surface, asphalt composite crossing surface width,

9 correct?

10     A.  Yes.

11     Q.  Very good.

12         And is it also correct that the present --

13 that at present, the crossing is protected by

14 automatic signals without gates?

15     A.  Yes.

16     Q.  And there's one belt there presently,

17 correct?

18     A.  Yes.

19     Q.  And with as part of this proposed

20 improvement to 42nd Street, the railroad is agreeable

21 to designing and installing a new automatic warning

22 device system, which will include the automatic

23 lights with gates and bells on each side of the

24 system?
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1     A.  Yes.

2     Q.  And it will also be controlled by a constant

3 warning time circuitry and equipped with an event

4 recorder and remote monitoring system?

5     A.  Yes.

6     Q.  Now, the railroad intends to take out its

7 present crossing service and install a new crossing

8 service, correct?

9     A.  Yes.

10     Q.  Is that crossing surface going to be made of

11 asphalt composite panels?

12     A.  Yes.

13     Q.  And roughly, what is the size of each panel?

14     A.  Eight foot long and approximately

15 two-and-a-half foot wide.

16     Q.  And you understand that the Commission rules

17 require a railroad to maintain the crossing surface

18 to the point two foot out from each rail, correct?

19     A.  Yes.

20     Q.  But in this case where your panel may be

21 two-and-a-half foot, is it your request then that the

22 railroad be responsible for the maintenance of the

23 entire panel?

24     A.  Yes.
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1     Q.  And you don't want the City coming on and

2 maintaining your panel, right?

3     A.  Yes.

4     Q.  And it's also your understanding then that

5 the desire that from the point of that panel that the

6 City is going to install a five-foot strip of asphalt

7 to serve as a sidewalk crossing surface to a point 10

8 foot outside the rail on each side?

9     A.  Yes.

10     Q.  And that's agreeable that the City can

11 install that asphalt and connect it with your asphalt

12 panel, right?

13     A.  Yes.

14     Q.  Okay.  Other matters can be dealt with with

15 the stipulation, which would be the traffic and how

16 many trains there are, etc., further details.  If

17 somebody wants to make sure they're put in, you can

18 do it.  But I think most of this is there.

19         Back to Mr. DeJournett.

20                   DEVON DeJOURNETT,

21 resumed the stand, having been previously duly sworn,

22 was further examined and testified as follows:

23                  EXAMINATION

24 QUESTIONS BY JUDGE DUGGAN:
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1     Q.  Is the project timeframe for completion of

2 this work 12 months from the date of this Order?

3     A.  Correct.

4     Q.  Is it also correct that there's no warning

5 devices specifically and solely designed for the

6 pedestrian crossing surface?  In other words, there's

7 not to be separate pedestrian crossing gates or

8 separate pedestrian lights or no other fencing to

9 prevent someone from going off the pedestrian path

10 and crossing elsewhere?

11     A.  Correct.

12         May I?

13     Q.  Sure.  Go ahead.

14     A.  Aaron had brought to my attention that the

15 detectable warning surfaces probably constitute.

16 There is the detectible warning panel that goes just

17 before the railroad track for the disabled where they

18 can actually detect that there is going to be a

19 crossing in front of them.  That would be the only

20 additional --

21     Q.  So a pedestrian.  Okay.  Just tell me who

22 senses what and who does what and what happens next.

23     A.  There is a panel that has a texture to it.

24     Q.  Within the sidewalk surface?
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1     A.  Within the sidewalk.

2     Q.  How far from the track?

3     A.  Ten foot.

4     Q.  And what happens?

5     A.  It is a contrasting color so that someone

6 with a disability or a visual impairment will either

7 see the color contrast or be able to feel the texture

8 with a walking stick, which would indicate the

9 presence of the hazard in front of them.

10     Q.  Okay.  So this would indicate there was some

11 hazard, but not specifically what that hazard is?

12     A.  Correct.

13     Q.  And it wouldn't affect the automatic warning

14 devices?

15     A.  Pardon.

16     Q.  It doesn't affect the operation of the

17 automatic warning devices?

18     A.  No, it does not.

19     Q.  Tell me what you call that one more time.

20     A.  ADA detectible warning.

21     Q.  Warning what?

22     A.  Panel.

23     Q.  Okay.  That would be on each crossing?

24     A.  Correct.
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1         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Now, let me ask the attorneys

2 if they agree that -- and Mr. Toliver -- if they

3 agree this petition is specific to the pedestrian

4 crossing and that no request is being made here for

5 authority to widen or improve the vehicular crossing,

6 nor is such a Petition of Authorization required.

7         Is that your understanding, Mr. Leggans?

8         MR. LEGGANS:  That's my understanding.

9         JUDGE DUGGAN:  And Mr. Reeves?

10         MR. REEVES:  That's correct, your Honor.

11         JUDGE DUGGAN:  And Mr. Toliver?

12         MR. TOLIVER:  That is correct, your Honor.

13         JUDGE DUGGAN:  So the only need for the

14 Order to address anything regarding the vehicle

15 crossing is to the extent that it affects the

16 pedestrian crossing, it's my understanding the only

17 thing that that addresses is the fact that the

18 counterweights of the new devices will not impede the

19 path.  And the fact a new bell, or the additional

20 bell is, in part, to serve as an audible warning

21 device for the pedestrian path.

22         Does that comport with your understanding,

23 Mr. Leggans?

24         MR. LEGGANS:  Yes, sir.
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1         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Reeves?

2         MR. REEVES:  That's correct, your Honor.

3         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

4         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes, your Honor.

5         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Okay.  The

6 parties have presented me with a document called a

7 Draft Proposed Stipulation marked as Exhibit F.  And

8 I will ask if each of you agrees that you do

9 stipulate to the factual representations made

10 therein, and agree to the findings being made

11 therein, and agree to entry of an Order consistent

12 with the ordering paragraphs stated therein, and that

13 the factual stipulations may be -- are intended to

14 serve as a supplement to the evidence and to be used

15 as if testimony was presented in support of each

16 representation made thereof.

17         Mr. Leggans, do you so stipulate?

18         MR. LEGGANS:  Yes, your Honor.

19         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Reeves, do you stipulate?

20         MR. REEVES:  So stipulated, your Honor.

21         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

22         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes, your Honor.

23         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.

24         Then do you want to move for the admission
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1 of Exhibit F?

2         MR. LEGGANS:  City moves for admission of

3 Exhibit F.

4         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Any objection, Mr. Reeves?

5         MR. REEVES:  No objection.

6         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Any objection, Mr. Toliver?

7         MR. TOLIVER:  No objection, your Honor.

8         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Then the matters represented

9 in Exhibit F are accepted as stipulations in evidence

10 and the findings and the ordering paragraphs for the

11 purposes stated.  And Exhibit F is admitted into

12 evidence.

13                  (Exhibit F was admitted into

14                  evidence at this time.)

15         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Let's go off the record.

16            (Discussion off the record.)

17         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.

18         Mr. Toliver, did you want to make any

19 statements for the record?

20         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes, your Honor.

21         I wanted to put on the record that although

22 this matter here today involves only the sidewalk

23 additions, that I, as Staff, did review the entire

24 proposal of roadway widening and sidewalks and
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1 warning devices for compliance with all of the

2 applicable Illinois Administrative Code and any TCD

3 manual audio informed traffic control devices,

4 guidance and regulations, and that everything is

5 okay.

6         JUDGE DUGGAN:  It's in compliance with the

7 rules and regulations?

8         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes, it is.

9         JUDGE DUGGAN:  And is it fair to say that,

10 to your knowledge, the only rules and regulations

11 applying to the pedestrian path is mainly the TCD

12 requirement that the counterweights of the gate not

13 extend into the pedestrian path?

14         MR. TOLIVER:  That is correct.

15         Well, there are also -- there are

16 recommendations of different -- with Americans with

17 Disabilities Act and other things that go into the

18 design of the sidewalk.  The crossing surface is

19 covered by the Illinois Administrative Code in that

20 it has to be reasonably safe for the use of

21 pedestrians.  But as far as sidewalk slopes and

22 things that would apply to a roadway, those do not

23 specifically apply to the sidewalk.

24         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Thank you.
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1         And again, there's no signage here proposed

2 in those plans?  There's nothing for signage on the

3 pedestrian path, right?

4         MR. TOLIVER:  No, you Honor.  MUTCD says

5 that when the crossing -- the pedestrian crossing is

6 within 25 feet of an existing roadway crossing that

7 is equipped with automatic warning devices with

8 audible warning, then those are sufficient.

9         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  So these warning

10 devices are required as one alternative for this

11 path?

12         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes.

13         JUDGE DUGGAN:  In short, you support the

14 project as presented, correct?

15         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes, your Honor.

16         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Then as we discussed, as

17 Aaron had mentioned before we went on the record, I

18 think that sometimes it's easier to reach an

19 agreement on what the Order will state, and

20 especially since I made some revisions to what we

21 have, that it's easier to draft that if we waive

22 prohibitions on ex parte since Aaron is also subject

23 to the ex parte rule that nobody can come talk to him

24 without everybody else being present.  Even though
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1 when we do try to talk, we communicate by e-mail to

2 everybody so everybody receives the same information

3 at the same time.  We want to avoid any conflicts of

4 an appearances of impropriety, etc.

5         With that in mind, to help us draft the

6 Order, what I would intend to do, since I work with

7 what you presented to me, I will send it over to

8 Aaron.  Then ask Aaron to circulate it among you and

9 then you make any comments, make any revisions,

10 corrections, clarifications, etc., and we keep doing

11 that in very short order until we all come to

12 agreement.  To do that, it's very helpful to have a

13 waiver of the ex parte prohibition.

14         Mr. Leggans, do you agree to waive that ex

15 parte prohibition?

16         MR. LEGGANS:  The City waives the

17 prohibition, yes.

18         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Reeves?

19         MR. REEVES:  Yes.

20         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

21         MR. TOLIVER:  Yes, your Honor.

22         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.

23         And then what, hopefully, we'll do then once

24 we come to agreement -- assuming, we do -- then we'll
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1 either ask you to waive a Proposed Order, which then

2 I will send you a format for that, or we'll post a

3 Proposed Order and ask you, in short order, to state

4 that you have no objections or no exceptions, if that

5 is the case.  Otherwise, you reject.

6         So any questions about procedure?  Any

7 questions as to how you want to do anything here?

8                    (No response.)

9         JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Very good.

10         Record's marked heard and taken.

11                  HEARD AND TAKEN.
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